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Abstract: Data Deduplication is a technique used in cloud storage to remove duplicate copies of similar data. The main
motive of deduplication is to reduce storage space and improve bandwidth. In order to provide security and privacy to
outsourced data encryption techniques are used. Encryption is performed by generating keys. To attain efficiency and
reliability in managing a huge number of keys, a scheme called Dekey is introduced. Dekey is implemented using ramp
Secret Sharing Scheme. Dekey provides a way to reduce overhead by distributing convergent keys across multiple
servers. This paper also proposes a means of sharing data among multiple users.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The emergence of cloud storage has motivated many
enterprises to outsourced data storage to many third party
cloud service providers as done by Amazon, Google, and
IBM. Even though many are demanding for cloud storage,
there are a number of challenges faced by it. Increasing
data volume, security and privacy are some of the major
concerns. To reduce the amount of data stored, a technique
called Deduplication has been used. It improves the
bandwidth and saves maintenance cost along with scalable
data management. In this technique, a single copy of the
data content is stored rather than storing multiple copies of
the same data and a reference is given to all the redundant
data.

impossible to gain access to outsourced data stored. In
order to overcome unreliability and inefficiency a new
technique called Dekey is introduced. Dekey is used to
efficiently manage the convergent key.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
By examining different primitives needed to perform
secure deduplication, Encryption, Proof of Ownership,
Ramp secret Sharing Scheme.
A. Data Deduplication
Data deduplication [5] [6] [7] is a technique adopted to
eliminate multiple copies of similar data by maintaining a
single copy and giving a reference to one physical data.
This technique is commonly used in cloud storage to
reduce storage space and to improve bandwidth. Different
organisations use this technique to maintain system
backups. Deduplication can be File level and Block level
deduplication. File level deduplication eliminates identical
copies of same file whereas in block level, a file is divided
into different blocks and eliminates identical blocks.

Deduplication can be of File level deduplication or Block
level deduplication. In File level deduplication redundant
files are eliminated whereas in Block level deduplication
each file is fragmented and the redundant fragments are
removed. Outsourcing data to the cloud faces many
security and privacy issues. Data Integrity, Confidentiality,
Data theft, Data loss is some of these issues. In order to
ensure confidentiality, integrity and access control
mechanism, a trusted third party cloud providers are B. Encryption
essential.
To provide security and privacy to the outsourced data
To provide security in cloud, various encryption encryption techniques are used before outsourcing the
techniques can be used. In traditional encryption, data is data.
encrypted using users own key. Using Traditional
i) Traditional Encryption:
encryption [8] [9] [10] deduplication is not possible as
Traditional encryption encrypts/decrypts the data using
encryption using different keys produce different
different keys. So the resulting cipher text will be
ciphertexts Convergent encryption [1] is another
different. So deduplication cannot be performed in
technique, where data encryption as well as decryption
traditional encryption.
takes place using the same key derived by computing the
cryptographic hash value of the data content itself. ii) Convergent Encryption:
Convergent key is encrypted using user’s master key. Convergent encryption [1] [11] encrypts /decrypts the data
Encrypted convergent key is stored in the cloud along with using a convergent key that is generated from the data
the data and the master key is maintained by the users.
itself. The identical data will generate same convergent
This method is highly unreliable and ineffective as the key and resulting cipher text will also be same. So
number of user’s increases; the number of keys also deduplication can be performed easily using convergent
increases. Also if the master key is lost then it becomes
encryption.
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C. Proof Of Ownership
The notion of proof of ownership (POW) [4] will help the
users to prove their identity of ownership of a data to
storage cloud service provider. This mechanism protects
the security in a client side deduplication. Generally the
proof of ownership is implemented as an iterative
algorithm run by the user entity and storage cloud service
provider.

CSP using Ramp Secret Sharing Scheme.

A. Upload
In order to outsource a data, first we need to encrypt it
using the key generated from the data content itself.
Initially a tag is generated for the entire data and
proceeded by generating sub tags for each of the blocks. A
unique tag id is generated for unique data. The generated
tags are then provided to the S-CSP who then examines
D. Ramp Secret Sharing Scheme
whether the same tag exist. If yes, then file level or block
Ramp Secret Sharing Scheme (RSSS) [3] is used to store level deduplication takes place.
the convergent keys in Dekey. (n, k, r)-RSS scheme will
generate n shares from a secret such that any k shares can According to Dekey concept,
recover the secret but from any r shares the information
 If two or more user uploads different files, then data is
about the secret cannot be deduced. When r=0 (n, k, 0)encrypted using different convergent keys.
RSS become Rabin’s Information Dispersal Algorithm
 If two or more users upload similar files, then it
(IDA) and when r=k-1, the (n, k, k-1)-RSS becomes (n, k)generates some convergent keys and it is shared
Shamir Secret Sharing Scheme (SSSS).
between users with similar files. Then the convergent
key is divided into shares and distributed among
III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
multiple KM-CSP.
We formulate a system model that provides security and  If two or more users upload different files with one or
privacy to the outsourced data through encryption and
more than one similar sub tags, then it generates
deduplication techniques. Dekey is used to efficiently
different convergent keys. In order to encrypt/decrypt
manage the convergent keys. The Fig.1 represents the flow
files containing similar sub tags, convergent key must
diagram of the generation of Dekey.
be shared.
B. Download
In order to download a file, the user first requests the SCSP for a file. If the user is authenticated, the S-CSP
decrypts the encrypted blocks by recovering the
convergent keys from multiple KM-CSP. Then the
decrypted blocks of data are reconstructed to obtain the
original files.
C. Sharing
If a user wants to access a file belonging to different user,
the user sends a request to the owner of the file. This
request is first verified by the S-CSP by means of
authentication. S-CSP then forwarded the request to the
owner. If the owner accepts the request, then permission is
granted for accessing the file else rejected.
IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
The file uploading done with the size in the range of kilo
bytes hashing for a particular blocks. The hashing is
improved with a higher file size in comparatively
There are three main entities namely User, Storage Cloud minimum response time. The security aspect can be
Service Provider(S-CSP) and Key Management Cloud improved by constructing efficient deduplication and key
Service Provider (KM-CSP).
aspects. The data sharing is improved with high security
User: This entity outsources the data to a storage cloud enhancements.
service provider and access the data later.
V. CONCLUSION
S-CSP: This entity provides data outsourcing facilities and
store data on behalf of the user. In order to reduce storage The proposed model provides an efficient and reliable key
space and upload bandwidth, S-CSP eliminates redundant management scheme in order to perform secure
copies of data via deduplication by maintaining a single deduplication. It uploads bandwidth and reduces storage
space. Key management is performed using Dekey
copy and giving reference to all redundant data.
technique. Dekey is implemented using Ramp Secret
KM-CSP: This entity maintains convergent keys for users. Sharing Scheme. It provides privacy and security to the
outsourced data.
Each convergent key is distributed across multiple KMFig1. Flow diagram of the generation of Dekey
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